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Alexey Sioumak was born in 1976 and studied clarinet at the State Gnesins 
Music College in Moscow. In 1997, he enrolled in the composition department of 
the Moscow Tchaikovsky Conservatory, where he currently studies with professor 
Alexander Tchaikovsky. In 1999, he received a diploma at the first Russian Young 
Composers Competition and in 200 I he won a second prize at the First Yurgenson 
Competition. His works are regularly performed at the leading Russian festivals for 
contemporary music. 
Letters without words was written specially for Gaudeamus Music Week 200 I 
(Amsterdam). This composition consists of seven " letters". In this context the 
letters are not something literary, narrative or programmed. Each part has its own 
individual aura, conveying a certain range of feelings and emotions of someone 
writing intimately. Parts settle down, then drift over each other when previous part 
to smoothly disappear, to become less important. Letters without words - as 
dditional part, which is broken up and inserted into the others parts of the 
circ e.Although each "letter" is different, they are united by the permanent 
existence of this additional eighth "invisible" letter, performed by all the ensemble 
members. This composition is an attempt to create an atmosphere of feelings, 
which changes in a number of letters written by a non-existent author. 
AlexanderVustin was born in Moscow in 1943. He studied composition with 
' Grigori Fried, and then with Vladimir Fere at the Moscow State Tchaikovsky 
Conservatory. During the period from 1969 to 1974, Vustin worked as a music 
editor at USSR Radio. Since 1974, he has been working as an editor in the 
Kompositor publishing house. 
The works of Alexander Vustin are often included in the programmes of many 
major festivals . Among performers of his music are the conductors Reinbert de 
Leeuw, Lev Markiz, Eri Klas, Igor Dronov, Alexander Lazarev, Vitaly Kataev, Martin 
Brabbins, Christoph Hagel, the Amsterdam Wind Orchestra, Schonberg Ensemble, 
Radio Philarmonic Orchestra and Nieuw Sinfonietta Amsterdam, Mark Pekarsky 
Percussion Ensemble, Studio New Music, Ensemble of Soloists of the Bolshoi 
theatre and Moscow Contemporary Music Ensemble, Quatuor Danel, BBC 
Symphony Orchestra, Fridrih Lips, Gidon Kremer and many others. 
Nearly all his concepts are grounded on basic ideas, on the imagery and message 
of a work, the gradual and purposeful development of which takes into account all 
of the temporal and spatial structure of the composition. Influenced by the twelve-
tone procedure, he devised his own system of 12-fold restatement of tonal series in 
v a whole musical fragment represents a "tone" , which is the smallest unit of 
rh_ re. Different permutations of this initial unit form series of the highest order. 
AlexanderVustin is a composer with an individual world outlook. 
Three Songs from Andrey Platonov's novel, Chevengur ( 1992) 
I . 
Waves sound on the lake, 
The fisherman lies down below; 
An orphan in a dream Is wandering high and low ... 
2. 
Who's going to let me in: 
Some animal, some bird? Of parent, of father, I have no word. 
3. Ride on, comrade, and sing a song; 
Sing, comrade, and ride ahead. 
Our turn to die came long ago -
It's shame to live, it's sad being dead. 
Comrade, comrade, don't lose heart! Our mothers said life lay ahead -But my 
mother told me: 'First Make sure your enemy's nice and dead And then lie do' . n 
top ... 
(translation by R. & E. Chandler, unpublished) 
Alfred Schnittke was born in 1934 in Engels, on the Volga River, in the Soviet 
Union. His father was born in Frankfurt to a Jewish family of Russian origin who 
had moved to the USSR in 1926, and his mother was a Volga-German born in 
Russia. Schnittke began his musical education in Vienna where his father, a 
journalist and translator, had been posted. In 1948 the family moved to Moscow, 
where Schnittke studied piano and received a diploma in choral conducting. From 
1953 to 1958 he studied counterpoint and composition with Yevgeny Golubev and 
instrumentation with Nikolai Rakov at the Moscow Conservatory. In 1962, 
Schnittke was appointed Professor of Instrumentation at the Moscow Conservatory, 
a post which he held until 1972. Thereafter he supported himself chiefly as a 
composer of film scores; by 1984 he had scored more than 60 films. 
Schnittke composed nine symphonies, six concerti grossi, four violin concertos, two 
cello concertos, concertos for piano and a triple concerto for violin, viola and cello, 
as well as four string quartets and much other chamber music, ballet scores, choral 
and vocal works. 
In 1985, Schnittke suffered the first of a series of serious strokes. Despite his 
physical frailty, however, Schnittke suffered no loss of creative imagination, 
individuality or productivity. Beginning in 1990, Schnittke resided in Hamburg, 
maintaining dual German-Russian citizenship. He died, after suffering another 
stroke, on 3 August 1998 in Hamburg. 
Canon in Memory of Igor Stravinsky 
Commissioned by the English journal Tempo in connection with Stravinsky's death, 
this work draws directly from Stravinsky's own practice of musical 'memoria' (to 
Rimsky-Korsakov, Dylan Thomas, John F Kennedy and Aldous Huxley). Schnittke's 
contribution to the genre focuses on a uniquely individual I 0-note monogram 
theme formed from the 'musical letters' found in Stravinsky's first name, patronymic 
and surname (g, f, e, d, e flat, c, h (b), e flat, a, and e flat) . He underlines the initial 
diatonic tetrachord (four-note chord) in this monogram-paying homage to the 
Russian accentuation in Stravinsky's musical language-and structures his entire 
work around the tenfold realisation of this series to create a continuous and 
symbolical intonation of the composer's name. 
Significance is also attached to the slowly descending movement of the scale that 
forms the core of the series, symbolically associated during the Renaissance and 
Baroque with the allegorical sense of grief, of death, and of movement towards the 
e;-- h. And yet the monogram does not appear in its most obvious guise until the 
hus, the entire canonical composition develops as a variation impulse to the 
theme. 
Rodion Shchedrin was born in 1932 in Moscow into a musical family: his father 
was a composer and a teacher of music theory. He studied at the Moscow Choral 
School and in 1955 graduated from the Moscow Conservatory where he studied 
composition and piano. Never a member of the Communist Party, at the collapse 
·of the Soviet regime Shchedrin was able to participate more fully in musical life 
world-wide. He now divides his time between Munich and Moscow. 
A virtuoso pianist, Shchedrin has often performed his own works, which include 
five concertos for piano and orchestra, sonatas and 24 preludes and fugues for 
piano. For over a decade he spent much of his time on heading the Russian 
Federation of the Union of Composers-having succeeded its founder, Dmitri 
Shostakovich at the request of Shostakovich. In his opera "Dead Souls" (after 
Gogol) and the ballet "Anna Karenina" (after Tolstoy), he introduced classics of 
Russian literature to musical theatre. All were performed at the Bolshoi Theatre, 
making Shchedrin the first composer to have had seven works staged there in its 
200-year history. Shchedrin's choral works, set to texts of Russian poets, are 
widely performed, as are his symphonies and five concertos for orchestra. In 1992 
President Boris Yeltsin awarded Shchedrin the Russian State Prize for his 
The Sealed Angel. 
Sofia Gubaidulina was born in Chistopol in the Tatar Republic of the Soviet 
Union in 1931 . After instruction in piano and composition at the Kazan 
r ervatory, she studied composition with Nikolai Peiko at the Moscow 
~- ervatory, pursuing graduate studies there underVissarion Shebalin. Until 
1992, she lived in Moscow. Since then, she has made her primary residence in 
Germany, outside Hamburg. 
Gubaidulina's compositional interests have been stimulated by the tactile 
exploration and improvisation with rare Russian, Caucasian, and Asian folk and 
ritual instruments collected by the "Astreia" ensemble, of which she was a co-
founder, by the rapid absorption and personalization of contemporary Western 
musical techniques (a characteristic, too, of other Soviet composers of the post-
Stalin generation including Edison Denisov and Alfred Schnittke), and by a deep-
rooted belief in the mystical properties of music. 
Gubaidulina is the author of symphonic and choral works, two cello concerti, a 
viola concerto, four string quartets, a string trio, works for percussion ensemble, 
and many works for nonstandard instruments and distinctive combinations of 
instruments. Her scores frequently explore unconventional techniques of sound 
production. Since 1985, when she was first allowed to travel to the West, 
Gubaidulina's stature in the world of contemporary music has skyrocketed. She 
has been the recipient of prestigious commissions from the Berlin, Helsinki, and 
Holland Festivals, the Library of Congress, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, the 
New York Philharmonic, and many other organizations and ensembles. Amon' 
forthcoming works is a Passion according to St. John commissioned by the 
Internationale Bachakademie Stuttgart. Gubaidulina is a member of the Akademie 
der Kunste in Berlin and the Freie Akademie der Kunste in Hamburg. She has 
been the recipient of the Prix de Monaco ( 1987), the Premio Franco Abbiato 
( 1991 ), the Heidelberger Kunstlerinnenpreis ( 1991 ), the Russian State Prize ( 1992), 
and the SpohrPreis ( 1995). Her most recent awards include the prestigious 
Praemium lmper iale in Japan ( 1998) and the Sonning Prize in Denmark ( 1999). 
The Meditation on the Bach Chorale Vor deinen Thron tret ich hiermit was 
composed in 1993. In particular she recounts being "guided ..... by [her] own 
personal experience of the inner number relationships in the formal structure of 
Bach's chorale prelude (BWV 668). 
A single-movement work of 12 minutes. It consists of a series of loosely defined 
sections that sound vaguely like variations on the chorale tune Vor deinen Thran tret 
ich hiermit. These variations entail presentation of fragments of the tune and often 
entail extended techniques for the string. I describe below some of the main 
articulation points in the form. 
0:00 Fragments of the Tune 
3:00 Short break to fragments of the tune presented by violin and bass 
4: I 2 Low strings present fragments of the tune 
5:40 Tune with tremolo, sul ponticello in the upper strings 
6:50 Bass presented an almost cantus firmus-like presentation of tune fragments 
7:30 Ricochet bowing in the violins, fragments of the tune 
8:5 Romantic outburt, a first climax 
9: 15 col legno presentation of the tune 
I 0: 15 THE BIG CLIMAX Strings play the melody fairly clearly, harpsichord plays 
fluttering music 
I I :47 Harpsichord ends the movement after the big buildup 
Edison Denisov was born in 1929 in Tomsk, Siberia, where he first studied 
mathematics. In 1951 he took up musical studies at the Moscow Conservatory-
composition with Visarion Shebalin, orchestration with Nikolai Rakov, analysis with 
Viktor Zuckerman and piano with Vladimir Belov -which he completed in 1956. 
In the sixties, Edison Denisov devoted himself to an in-depth study of the work of 
the "classic" composers of the twentieth century and of contemporary Western art. 
This period corresponds to his search for a personal style which, at the time, was 
beginning to affirm itself in vocal and instrumental pieces. In the following decade, 
Edison Denisov concentrated on works for large ensembles and wrote most of his 
concerti. 
For Edison Denisov, the eighties corresponded to the mature period, lyrical and of 
a very vocal nature, and determined by series of characteristic intonations, in 
particular motifs based on seconds and thirds. This was writing which often 
recalled the heterophony of Russian folksongs, marked by highly diversified 
ms and containing numerous difficulties for the performers. Finally, this was a 
atic art which implied a progressive development of the material and 
important culminating episodes. 
Since 1959, he had taught the analysis of musical forms and orchestration at the 
Moscow Conservatory and, beginning in 1992, composition. In 1990, he took over 
the direction of Moscow's Association of Contemporary Music. In 1990-91, he was 
invited by Pierre Boulez to work at IRCAM, the French experimental music institute 
located in Paris. Edison Denisov was a corresponding member of the Bavarian 
and Berlin Academies of Fine Arts. In 1986, he was named Officer of the Academy 
of Arts and Letters by the French Minister of Culture and received the Grand Prix 
·of the City of Paris in 1993. After a long illness, Denisov died in November 1996 
in a Paris hospital. 
DSCH was written in 1969 at the request of the Polish ensemble, Atelier de 
musique, Zigmund Krause, director. The piece is based ori. two quotes from the 
music of Dmitri Shostakovich. One is taken from his eighth string quartet, which 
in turn is based on the first letrers of the composer's first and last names, DSCH, 
which in musical letter names corresponds to D-E-flat-C-B. The second is taken 
from his first symphony. These quotes are tr<1nsformed through the use of twelve-
tone technique. The instrumentation includes one instrument from each section of 
the orchestra: clarinet, trombone, violoncello, and piano. 
Vladimir Tarnopolski was born in Dniepropetrovsk in 1955. He studied 
composition at the Moscow Tchaikovsky Conservatory with Nikolai Sidelnikov and 
Erlison Denisov and music theory with Yuri Kholopov. 
In arnopolski's compositions, there is a fulminantly charged musical substance 
which fits into a concisely articulated, well-balanced construction. The composers's 
music combines in a paradoxical manner two aesthetical aspects. The first is a 
search for a new euphony, which is developed on the basis of a complexly 
constructed sound material, which abolishes the juxtaposition between consonance 
and dissonance, sound and noise, harmony and timbre, as well as electronic and 
acoustic instruments. The second is a refined post-modernist theatricality, filled 
with either a joyful irony or a surrealistic grotesquerie. 
Since 1992, Tarnopolski has been a professor of composition at the Moscow 
Conservatory. He holds numerous composition seminars in Germany.Austria, 
Netherlands, Switzerland and other countries. Tarnopolski's musical compositions 
had been awarded many prizes including the Dmitri Shostakovich Prize (Russia 
1991) and the Paul Hindemith Prize (Pion 1991 ). 
Chevengur for soprano and ensemble on texts by Andrei Platonov is a 
setting of a text by one of the greatest writers of the first half of the twentieth 
century, Andrey Platonov. It is a setting of extracts from his work, which is written 
in a very strange and difficult language but is nevertheless, in each phrase, a poet·c 
masterpiece. By breaking grammatical rules and conventions with his idiosync 
use of language, Andrey Platonov breaks the illusory reason and order of the 
world. His novel Chevengur is an anti-utopia in which the very real and cataclysmic 
collapse of Russia in the 1920s appears as an eternally existential state of being-
naked man is shown on a naked earth, lost in the great emptiness of the scorched 
south-eastern steppe. In this endless space, consonants vibrate and explode (as in 
the words "vzbugrenya"-an invented word we have translated as "hillockings", 
"moshchnie"-powerful, "pochva"-soil), the concrete sounds of the surrounding 
world. From these sounds arises the miracle of industry-the steam engine (which 
for Platonov is like a living creature) and also the echoes of a doleful army song, 
like those sung on all of Russia's battlefronts, from the Civil War to Chechnya, a 
name mystically foreshadowed by Chevengur: "Ride on, comrade, and sing a 
song;/ Sing, comrade, and ride ahead./ Our turn to die came long ago- /It's shame 
to live, it's sad being dead. 
Day after day a man walked on into the depth of the south-eastern steppe of 
the Soviet Union.Space was a space of depth, not of thickness, and there were such 
powerful hillockings of soil everywhere that the world seemed dreary and stifling. 
With peace it had become quiet again in the provinces and there were fewer 
people: some had died in the fighting, many were being treated for their 
wounds, forgetting the heavy work of the war in long sleep, while some were 
still making their way home, walking over thick unfamiliar grass which there 
had not been time to see before, or maybe it had just been trampled down and 
had not been growing then. They walked with faint, astonished hearts, 
recognising again the fields and villages along their path. Their souls had 
changed in the torment of war and they were on their way to live as if for 
the first time, dimly remembering themselves 
Ride on, comrade, and sing a song; 
Sing. comrade, and ride ahead. 
Our turn to die came long ago -
It's shame to live, it's sad being dead. 
Comrade, comrade, don't lose heart! 
Our mothers said life lay ahead -
But my mother told me:"First 
Make sure your enemy's nice and dead 
And then lie down on top ... " 
(tr. R. & E. Chandler and A. Livingstone, from "The River Potudan", 
published in Andrey Platonov, THE RETURN, Harvill, 1999) 
l ne Studio (or New Music Ensemble, Russia's most active contemporary music 
group, was founded by composer Vladimir Tarnopolski and conductor Igor Dronov, 
in 1993. The first concert was given in France with Mstislav Rostropovich as 
conductor. The main aim of ensemble is to integrate Russian music into the 
contemporary Inter-European musical and cultural developments. The ensemble 
consists for the most part of graduate students of a special class contemporary 
· ensemble of the post-graduate program ofT chaikovsky Conservatory, Moscow. 
The ensemble specializes in 20th century and contemporary music; among the vast 
repertoire of the Studio special attention is given to the Russian Avant-garde of the 
I 920's (Sergei Prokofiev, Gavriil Popov, Nicolai Roslavets,Alexander Mosolov, 
Arthur Lourie, Leo Golyshev, Ivan Vyshnegradsky, Alexei Zhivotov, Leonid 
Polovinkin, Vladimir Shcherbachiov, Michail Gnesin) as well as compositions by 
contemporary composers, written especially for the group.Another particular 
interest is given to all kinds of collaboration with young composers in 
competitions, workshops, masterclasses and various other forms. 
Studio (or New Music regularly presents concerts in some of the most famous 
concert halls in Moscow, and frequently goes on tours within Russia, in the former 
Soviet republics and in Europe. During the eight years of its existence the 
ensemble gave nearly two hundreds concerts, on a monthly basis, each time with 
new programs; it also took part in numerous international festivals of 
contemporary music in Russia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belgium, Czech Republic, 
France, Germany, Great Britain, the Netherlands, Portugal, Finland. It has recorded 
works for various foundations and radio stations, and produced several CDs by 
P ian and foreign contemporary composers, including series of CD-portraits by 
famous Russian contemporary composers on the Belgian label MEGADISC. 
Studio for New Music is the basis ensemble of the "Moscow Forum" Festival of 
contemporary music, which is organized by the Centre for Contemporary Music of thE 
Tchaikovsky Conservatory.The Ensemble has the exclusive right for Russian premiere: 
of chamber works by some of the principal Russian composers, such as Alexander 
Vustin, Faradj Karaev, Vladimir Tarnopolski as well as a number of the most interesting 
young and upcoming composers currently based in Russia. Most recently Studio for 
New Music was awarded the prestigious Ernst von Siemens Music Prize (200 I). 
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